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Energized by light, despise my fright 
Holdin' me down with all your might 
Knights ignite, and draw your swords 
Struggle and force, Be with you 
The jedi needs a tissue 
Us crew, Mutha fuckas I miss you 
Brains confused like a bum on booze, snooze you loose
Incoherent to my brain state, damn I'm baked 
Logics progressed by the stakes, on an average basis 
Realize your life, and through your last kiss 

Realize your lies 
Contemplate your life 
Unsuccessful tries 
Obsessed with death 
Take your last breath 

America one nation under a god indivisible 
Comprehendible logics, Hooked on phonics 
Books on chronics 
As my conscience grows 
Into a new realm, where everyone's soul begins to glow
Minds explode and carrode into portholes of endless
roads 
Who is the chef, he is unknown 
Dreamin' of death, conflict of interest I must confess 
The evil plots, and tests realize your last breath 

Realize your lies 
Contemplate your life 
Unsuccessful tries 
Obsessed with death take you last breath 
I love you 
I hate you 
I feel this pain inside of me 
I hate you 
I love you 
I feel your pain inside of me 

Believe the truth, I snoop upon Allies 
Why lie, I discover spies 
my eyes are dreamin' while my brain is seein'
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complicated beings 
With devilish sceams of taken over my thoughts 
convincing me that I bought 
Things that I forgot, Are they against me on this evil
plot 
I feel the shame 
No energy remains, to reconstruct my pain withhold the
truth 
Convince these lies 
Realize your life and take your last breath 

Realize your lies 
Contemplate your life 
Unsuccessful tries 
Obsessed with death take your last breath 
I love you 
I hate you 
I feel this pain inside of me 
I hate you 
I hate you 
I'll pray for thee in time of need 
I love you 
I hate you 
I feel this pain inside of me 
I hate you 
I hate you 
I'll pray for thee in time of need
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